Q: What is the word for the place where people live, work, trade, and share?

**Hint:** The answer begins with the letter C.

A: community
Q: Elijah enjoys his right to use public goods and services. What is the responsibility that goes with that right?

_Hint:_ It is one of the reasons your paycheck amount is less than you expected.

A: to pay taxes
Q: Before Sally can vote, she must do what?

Hint: Once you do this, you get a special card that lets you vote.

A: register (to vote)
Q: What are the three W’s of philanthropy?

Hint: The first W is for wealth.

A: Wealth, Work, and Wisdom
Q: What’s the term for things owned by all people for everyone’s use; for example, a city park?

Hint: People pay taxes to provide these things.

A: public goods and services